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The periodi unfolding method as a mehanism to generate theoremsAlain DamlamianUniversity of Paris 12e-mail: damla�univ-paris12.frWe show how the periodi unfolding method an be used in onjuntion with onvergeneor stability theorems in PDE's to obtain new �homogenized� versions of these theorems.Several examples are given for linear and non linear ellipti PDE's.Error analysis for the elasti �ow of parametrized urvesGerhard DziukAlbert Ludwig University, Freiburge-mail: gerd�mathematik.uni-freiburg.deWe analyze a semidisrete numerial sheme for approximating the evolution of parametriurves by elasti �ow in R

n. The fourth order equation is split into two oupled seondorder problems, whih are approximated by linear �nite elements. We prove error boundsfor the resulting sheme and present numerial test alulations that on�rm our analysis.Optimal ontrol of the propagation of a graphCharles ElliottUniversity of Warwik, Coventrye-mail: .m.elliott�warwik.a.ukWe study an optimal ontrol problem for visosity solutions of a Hamilton-Jaobi equationdesribing the propagation of a one dimensional graph with the ontrol being the speedfuntion. The existene of an optimal ontrol is proved together with an approximateontrollability result in the H−1 norm. We prove onvergene of a disrete optimal ontrolproblem based on a monotone �nite di�erene sheme and desribe some numerial results.Joint work with Klaus Dekelnik (Magdeburg) and Vanessa Styles (Sussex).



Modelling bioremediation of polluted soilsAntonio FasanoUniversity of Florenee-mail: fasano�math.uni�.itRemediation of polluted soils an be arried out by means of bateria able to metabolizespei� pollutants attahed to the soil grains. The bateria an be �oating in the watermoving through the soil or they an attah to the solid skeleton forming a �lm. The preseneof bateria a�ets the rheologial properties of the system. We examine the partiular aseof unsaturated soils, less treated in the literature.Large deformations in mehanisMihel FrémondUniversity of Rome/CMLA ENS-Cahan, ENSTA Parise-mail: Mihel.Fremond�uniroma2.itLarge deformations of solids are investigated. We use the polar deomposition of gradientmatrix F = RW (R is rotation matrix, W is streth matrix). Large deformations of solidsinvolve loal spaial interations either in an extension or in a rotation. Beause loalinterations are well desribed by spaial gradient: W intervene for extensions and gradRintervene for rotations. Thus the free energy depends on W and on gradR. Moreover,free energy takes into aount the volume impenetrability ondition. Reations to thisimpenetrability ondition are important in onstitutive laws. Within this point of view,self ontat and extreme behaviors like the �attening (for example, solid �atten by a powerhammer evolving from dimension 3 to dimension 2) are aounted for. With reasonableassumptions there exist non unique equilibrium positions.On an energy model for nonloal phase separationHerbert Gajewski/Jens A. GriepentrogWIAS Berline-mail: gajewski�wias-berlin.degriepent�wias-berlin.deEquilibrium distributions in losed multiomponent systems maximize the entropy underthe onstraints of mass and energy onservation. In our talk we present an energy model fora multiomponent mixture of nonloally interating partiles. Here, the nonlinear energyis given as the sum of the potential energy due to nonloal interation and the thermalenergy of the ensemble. Based upon the iterative solution of the orresponding Euler-Lagrange equations, a diret asent method for the entropy is established and applied tophase separation.



On a non-standard Allen-Cahn type problemGianni GilardiUniversity of Paviae-mail: gianni.gilardi�unipv.itWe onsider a two phase system where the physial variables (order parameter, hemi-al potential, and miroentropy) satisfy suitable equations and relations. As the strongformulation of the problem is ill-posed, we onsider a weaker version of it and transformthe latter into an equivalent single equation for the order parameter, only. We essentiallyobtain an integrodi�erential Allen-Cahn type equation and omplement it with boundaryand initial onditions. The present talk regards the results on well-posedness and long timebehavior we have proved in a joint work in progress with P. Colli and J. Sprekels.A potential theory for the boundary value problemsof the unsteady equations of Stokes and OseenRonald B. GuentherOregon State University, Corvallise-mail: guenth�math.oregonstate.eduThe two most ommon linearizations of the Navier-Stokes' equations for inompressible�uid �ow are those of Stokes and Oseen. In the late 1920s Lihtenstein and Odqvistsimultaneously developed a potential theory for the steady systems of Stokes and Oseen.Motivated by the development of the theory of thermal potentials from that of the lassialpotential theory for the Laplae equation as well as more modern developments, we givehere a potential theoreti approah to the boundary value problems for the unsteadysystems of Stokes and Oseen.On an inverse problem in �uid-struture interationGeorge HsiaoUniversity of Delaware, Newarke-mail: hsiao�math.udel.eduThis leture is based on a joint work with J. Elshner and A. Rathsfeld of WIAS in Berlin.It is onerned with an inverse sattering problem in �uid-struture interation for on-strution the shape of the elasti satterer from a knowledge of the far �eld patterns of the�uid pressure. We reformulate the problem as a nonlinear optimization problem inludingspeial regularization terms. We show that for any positive regularization parameter thereexists a regularized solution minimizing the funtional and that for the regularization pa-rameter tending to zero, these regularized solutions onverge to the solution of the inverseproblem, provided the latter is uniquely determined by the given far �eld patterns. Somenumerial experiments will be also inluded.



A variational inequality for grain boundary motionNobuyuki KenmohiChiba Universitye-mail: kenmohi�faulty.hiba-u.jpIn this talk, a model for grain boundary motion, whih was proposed by Kobayasi-Warren-Carter (KWC) in 2000 (Physia D, 140), is disussed from the mathematial point of view.In this model the two dimensional grain struture is desribed by two parameters, say,the mean orientation of rystalline and the degree of rystalline orientational order, as apolar oodinate system. Some interesting numerial experienes were given in the paperof KWC. But any theoretial treatment for this model has not been establised beauseof some di�ulties arising from the singular di�usivity and the degeneray of mibilityoe�ient, et. We shall try to overome these di�ulties by subdi�erential approah.Multigrid and phase �eld modelsRalf KornhuberFU Berline-mail: kornhuber�math.fu-berlin.deThe numerial solution of phase �eld models typially leads to large non-smooth algebraisystems whih have to be solved approximately in eah time step. We present multigrid me-thods for various Allen-Cahn and Cahn-Hilliard equations and disuss relations to optimalontrol and some pratial appliations.Criteria for resonane in systems with Preisah nonlinearitiesAlexander Krasnosel'skiiInstitute for Information Transmission Problems, Mosowe-mail: sashaamk�iitp.ruWe study fored periodi osillations in systems with linear parts and Preisah nonlineari-ties. We suppose that equations of the systems depend on a salar parameter and presentalmost neessary and su�ient onditions for existene of unbounded families of periodiosillations. In partiular, we ompare our riterion with results following from well-knownChanging Index Priniple.



Dynamial phase transitions and interfae onditionsfor two phase �owsDietmar KrönerAlbert Ludwig University, Freiburge-mail: dietmar�mathematik.uni-freiburg.deLiquid vapor phase transitions an be modeled by the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg model,a modi�ation of the ompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In this ase the equation ofstate is given by the van der Waals one. We will disuss the mathematial problems whiharise from this system, some theoretial results and numerial simulations (together withDennis Diehl). Furthermore we will disuss the behavior of stati solutions of this model.One obtains that the pressure is ontinuous aross the phase boundary although we expetthat for the two phase �ow the pressure is disontinuous aross the interfae between thephases and the jump is proportional to the mean urvature of the interfae. But this is nota real ontradition sine the pressure in the ompressible and the inompressible Navier-Stokes equations are not the same. The lassial relation between the mean urvature andpressure jump an be obtained by the low Mah number limit or for a suitable saling ofthe apillarity oe�ient in the Navier-Stokes-Korteweg model, at least for the stati ase.The last result we obtained together with C. Kraus and K. Hermsdörfer.Optimal ontrol of paraboli variational inequalitieson bounded and unbounded domainsKarl KunishUniversity of Graze-mail: karl.kunish�uni-graz.atOptimal ontrol of variational inequalities and the derivation of neessary optimality on-ditions remains to be a hallenging topi. Our analysis is based, in part on Yosida typeapproximation to deal with both the ase of bounded and unbounded domains. The un-bounded domain ase is motivated by problems in mathematial �nane, for example. Themain di�ulty in this ase results from lak of ompatness in the Gelfand triple, so thatthe Aubin-Lions lemma is not appliable.Numerial issues related to semi-smooth Newton methods and pathfollowing are also ad-dressed. Elasti free energies and statistial mehanisStephan LukhausUniversity of Leipzige-mail: lukhaus�math.uni-leipzig.deWe show the relationship between lattie based Hamiltonians in equilibrium statistialmehanis and quasionvex free energies in nonlinear elastiity.



Pseudoelastiity as limit of bistable hain with small visosityAlexander MielkeWIAS Berline-mail: mielke�wias-berlin.deMehanial systems with so-alled wiggly energies have many loal equilibria. Under slowexternal foring a gradient system with suh an energy landsape may display rate-independent behavior. We disuss this phenomena that is laimed to be the origin ofdry frition between bodies. In this talk we provide a mathematial justi�ation of rate-independent one-dimensional pseudoelastiity as a limit for a hain of visous, random,bistable springs, when the number of partiles goes to in�nity and the loading rate goesto 0.(This is joint work with Lev Truskinovsky, Paris.)The symmetri hyperboli �eld equations in extended thermodynamisIngo MüllerTU Berline-mail: ingo.mueller�alumni.tu-berlin.deAll �eld equations of thermodynamis are of balane type and � by the 2nd law � theirsolutions are supposed to satisfy the entropy inequality. This requirement entails thatthe �eld equations are symmetri hyperboli. The symmetri hyperboli struture ensuresthat the solutions have agreeable mathematial properties: well-posedness of initial valueproblems and �nite harateristi speeds.Fixed domain approahes in shape optimization problemsPekka NeittaanmäkiUniversity of Jyväskyläe-mail: pn�mit.jyu.�Fixed domain methods have well-known advantages in the solution of variable domainproblems inluding inverse interfae problems. This paper examines two new ontrol ap-proahes to optimal design problems governed by general ellipti boundary value problemswith Dirihlet boundary onditions. Numerial experiments are also inluded.(Joint work with A. Pennanen and D. Tiba.)



Modelling of growth and transformations of omplex struturein heterogeneous systemsMarek NiezgódkaWarsaw Universitye-mail: marekn�im.edu.plDynami developments of omplex systems driven by multiply oupled mehanisms of-ten ontribute to formation of spatial patterns and non-uniform strutures. This refers tovarious lasses of biosystems, solid-state materials and, also strutured interating popu-lations. Case study projets in mathematial modeling and omputational simulation ofsuh phenomena that have reently been studied at ICM will be reported.Weak solutions to Frémond's full model of phase transitionsElisabetta RoaUniversity of Milane-mail: roa�mat.unimi.itThe leture is foused on the proof of existene of weak solutions for a 3D phase hangemodel introdued by Mihel Frémond in 2002. The result follows by passing to the limit inan approximate problem obtained adding a superlinear part (in terms of the gradient of thetemperature) in the heat �ux law. We show that at the limit the total energy is onservedduring the evolution proess and prove the non-negativity of the entropy prodution ratein a suitable sense. Finally, these weak solutions turn out to be the lassial solution tothe original Frémond's model provided all quantities in question are smooth enough.The results are ontained in a reent joint work with Eduard Feireisl and Hana Petzeltová,whih is the preprint no. 2008-009 of the Ne£as Center for Mathematial Modeling and itis going to appear in Math. Methods Appl. Si.On an evolution quasi-variational inequality with gradient onstraintJosé Franiso RodriguesUniversity of Lisbone-mail: rodrigue�f.ul.ptWe prove the existene of variational solutions for an evolution quasi-variational inequalityin a lass of onvex sets haraterized by a onstraint on the absolute value of the gradientthat depends on the solution itself. The only required assumption on the nonlinearityof this onstraint is its ontinuity and positivity. The method relies on an appropriateparaboli regularization and suitable �a priori� estimates. This is a joint work with LisaSantos.



Shape optimization for ompressible Navier-Stokes equationsJan SokoªowskiUniversity of Nany 1/Systems Researh Institute of the Polish Aademy of Sienese-mail: Jan.Sokolowski�ien.u-nany.frFor drag minimization problem the theoretial results are presented inluding the existeneof optimal shapes of an obstale, the neessary optimality onditions, and the frameworkfor the level type method for numerial solution. The theoretial results are obtained inthe framework of ollaboration with P.I. Plotnikov (Novosibirsk). The numerial part isdeveloped in ollaboration with A. Zohowski (Warsaw).Referene[1℄ P.I. Plotnikov, J. Sokoªowski, Stationary Boundary Value Problems for CompressibleNavier-Stokes Equations, in: Handbook of Di�erential Equations, Vol. 6, M. Chipot (Ed.),Elsevier, 2008. Optimization of thin elasti struturesDan TibaInstitute of Mathematis, Romanian Aademy of Sienes, Buhareste-mail: dan.tiba�imar.roWe present results onerning the optimization of the thikness or of the shape for thinelasti strutures like beams, plates, arhes, urved rods, shells. We disuss subjets relatedto existene, optimality onditions, approximation, numerial experiments and examples.They have been investigated in a sequene of papers due to J. Sprekels, D. Tiba, andtheir ollaborators. As a strongly related subjet, we shall also present the appliationof the ontrol variational method to Kirhho�-Love arhes and to simpli�ed models ofplates. Muh of the material may be found in the reent monograph of P. Neittaanmäki,J. Sprekels, D. Tiba �Optimization of ellipti systems. Theory and appliations�, Springer,New York (2006).



Convergene to equilibrium for paraboli-hyperboli time-dependentGinzburg-Landau-Maxwell equationsSongmu ZhengFudan University, Shanghaie-mail: songmuzheng�yahoo.omThis is a reent joint work by M. Grasselli, H. Wu, and S. Zheng. In this paper we onsidera Ginzburg-Landau-Maxwell model whih desribes the behavior of a two-dimensionalsuperonduting material. Under the hoie of Coulomb (i.e., London) gauge, the resultingsystem is a paraboli-hyperboli oupled system of nonlinear partial di�erential equationssubjet to suitable boundary and initial onditions. Global well-posedness results wereproved by M. Tsutsumi and H. Kasai (1999), while the existene of global attrator andexponential attrators was proved by V. Berti and S. Gatti (2006). In this paper we usean extended �ojasiewiz-Simon approah to show that for any initial datum in ertainphase spae, the orresponding global solution onverges to an equilibrium as time goes toin�nity. Besides, we also provide an estimate on the onvergene rate with respet to thephase spae metri.


